
DC- Hebrews 11:1-3 
 
  
Textual Interpretation: 

● Jason mentioned objective and subjective faith in his sermon. Spend some time discussing the 
difference between the two. What type of faith is being used in this passage? 

○ Objective faith is based on truths that God has revealed to us about himself, while 
subjective faith is based on our perception of God based on what He has done for us. For 
example, objective faith are things like His attributes which are displayed across the 
universe in various ways. Subjective faith is our response to the knowledge of God and 
the knowledge of self. Subjective faith would be trusting in God because we believed he 
saved us, while objective faith is trusting in God because He is perfect and worthy of 
being trusted. Subjective faith may waiver when we feel we are being particularly sinful, 
but objective faith will never waiver because God is unchanging. This passage is 
speaking of an objective faith. Knowing who God is is the assurance of things hoped for. 
Knowing God allows us to understand that the universe was created by His word.  

● Spend time discussing the attributes of God. What are some attributes that you think of often and 
where are they shown throughout scripture, nature, etc? 

○ Some attributes you may want to talk about are: his supremacy, sovereignty, 
immutability, holiness, power, faithfulness, goodness, patience, grace, mercy, love, wrath, 
solitariness, etc. 

● Take some time here to go to the “Looking Forward” section. Take time to read all of Hebrews 11 
and begin sharing your thoughts on these stories.  

Application: 
● The application should stem from conversations that have arisen during discussion, while 

following the text. Some examples are: 
○ How does objective faith give us assurance? 

 
Looking Forward 

● Read Hebrews 11. What are some questions that you have in regards to this passage? Write them 
down as a group. 

○ Don’t spend time discussing the answers, but use these to get the group thinking and begin personal 

studies for next week. Next week look over your questions and see if you have answered them. 
 


